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BROTHERHOOD
By: Skypilot Freelance Writer

Brotherhood ....... has so many meanings it is
hard to list all of them, but one thing about
Brotherhood is you don't call someone your Brother
or Sister then turn around and betray them in some
way. Brotherhood runs deep into ones soul, rather a
Winston Cup Racer or a bunch of friends that get
together for a weekend doing things they like.
Myself I belong to a lot of Brotherhoods, High
School Football, Army Airborne, Army Rangers,
Brothers Of The First Nation, Brothers in the wind,
Brothers I served in COMBAT with.

There are many that spans my entire life from the
age of I guess 10 to 62 years old and when one of
your Brothers betray you it effects every aspect of
that particular Brotherhood. I don't no about my
readers because it is not my job to judge, but when
someone betrays you, lies about you and spreads
them far and wide it hurts. Myself's Brotherhood
emanates from my heart and I give as much as it
takes to be a good Brother rather it's 100% or 300%
I try to physically and mentally project that.

With Brotherhood is supposed to in compass LOVE above all, but I tell you "Those that call you Brother and
lie about you still live in darkness". They our jealous of your pouring out put ........  into that Brotherhood or even
Sisterhood. I try not to lie and spread rumors about my Sisters and Brothers, because I loss the trust and love of
those and so will you if you live in the dark. I am far from being perfect, but I try to better whatever Brotherhood
I'm in to try to improve it if possible if not I step back or if something is voted on rather I disagree with it or not I
go with the Majority of the vote.

Don't you get a feeling knowing when someone comes up and "HUGS YOU AND SAYS THEY LOVE YOU"
that they mean it and are not putting a knife in your back while they have their hands there? I do, it's always better
to know then finding the knife after they have left.

If you are or want to be part of a BROTHERHOOD or
SISTERHOOD, above all to one's self be true and you will
find it spreads to others as you are giving it ....... not the other
way around.

Be safe out on the highways and byways and have a great
ride. I have a good friend that is looking to get the heck out
away from everything for a couple weeks if you know of an
interesting spot drop me a line at vietnambiker@aol.com in
subject line write get away on your scoot.

Until next time "that's all folks" HAVE FUN above all.
Remember watch for the cages because they don't look for
you WAHDO


